
Year 11-Year 12 Summer Work- Tudors 

 

A Level History at The Buckingham School aims to create independent learners, critical thinkers, and decision-makers 

– all personal assets that can make you stand out as you progress to higher education and/or the workplace. This 

summer work encourages all these aspects and will give you a real sense of what your course will be like over the 

two years. Your work is split into 5 key areas needed prior to starting, each of the tasks are supported with essential 

and wider reading. The tasks that will be formally assessed are marked in purple, but all tasks should be completed 

and wider reading as optional yet encouraged.  

Task 1: Understanding the Great Chain of Being 

A) Research and label the “Great Chain of Being” diagram below. 

B) Explain the impact the “Great Chain of Being” had on society, law and order. This should be a minimum of 

2 paragraphs.  

 

Task 2- The international situation 1547 

A) Complete the table below for the key countries the posed a threat to England or were allies for England. Use 

the map to help you complete the table 

B) Scotland was the greatest concern for Edward VI and his Protector in in 1547. To what extent do you 

agree? You must explain both sides of the argument and come to your own judgement.  



Country  Threat for 
Ally 

Reason for 
threat/Ally 

Leader Religion Anything else 
of significance 

Scotland      

France      

Spain      

Germany      

Italy       

Netherlands       

 



 

 

Task 3- Legacy of Henry VIII 

A) Below is a list of what Henry VIII had achieved by 1547 when he dies. List Henry’s achievements in order of 

importance as a legacy for his successor Edward VI 

B) Explain how and why your order of importance would change if you were placing them in order of 

importance for the country.  

Achievements 

 

 

Task 4- Edward’s preparedness for Kingship 

A) Read the information below, make notes on Edward’s early life and character traits. 

B) To what extent do you feel Edward was prepared for Kingship? You must explain both sides of the 

argument and come to an overall judgement.  

 

 

 

 



  

 
 

 

 



 
 



 
 



 
 



 
 

 



 

 

Task 5- Understanding primary sources 

A) Use the table below to decide for each of the following questions about Tudor protest and Rebellion which 

would be the most useful. Explain your answer 

i) Was protest an everyday occurrence in Tudor England or an unusual event? 

ii) Did rebellions really threaten the government or were they just minor nuisances? 

iii) Did rebels mainly protest about economic issues or was there a broader range of matters that 

concerned them? 

iv) Is there a typical type of rebel?  

v) Was rebellion a male pastime or did women get involved? 

vi) Were rebellions well-organised demonstrations or mob chaos? 

B) Find your own primary source from 1547 that provides some useful information about Edward VI during that 

year. Explain the utility of the source using its historical context and provenance.  



 

 


